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India; he was descended from the gods; some even viewed him as divine. In Alexander history and myth merged. This was a man who had not only received an embassy from the Amazons, that tribe of warrior women, he was even widely reported to have spent almost two weeks having sex with their queen.3 Dying in Babylon in 323 BC, he had been embalmed by Chaldaean and Egyptian specialists, and within a few years he had been transported to Alexandria, where for centuries he was to be the object of special reverence.
But what was the significance of the body? What meanings were attached to it? In what follows I consider how these changed both with time and perspective. This is evident even in the story of Augustus' visit. The Alexandrians imagine that if Augustus wants to see the dead Alexander he must also want to see the dead Ptolemies. In their minds the tomb of Alexander is closely associated with those of the Ptolemaic dynasty, an association that had been deliberately fostered by the Ptolemies themselves. For Augustus, however, there is no connection at all; his dismissive remark shows the huge gulf between his perspective and that of the Alexandrians.
First, however, it is necessary to consider the place that Augustus would have been visiting, the tomb itself. Where, for instance, would he have found the tomb of Alexander? Fortunately there survives an account written by someone who was living in Alexandria not long after Augustus' conquest of the territory. The geographer Strabo was a resident there in the 20s BC and gives a valuable description of contemporary Alexandria.4 He makes clear that the tomb was part of the royal palaces:
The city has extremely beautiful public precincts and also the royal palaces, which cover a fourth or even a third of the whole city. For just as each of the kings, from love of splendour, would add some ornament to the public monuments, so at his own expense he would provide himself with a residence in addition to the existing ones, so that now in the words of the poet 'there is building upon building'. ... Also part of the royal palaces is the so-called Soma (Ec2da), which was an enclosure containing the tombs of the kings and that of Alexander. . . . Ptolemy [I Soter] carried off the body of Alexander and laid it to rest in Alexandria, where it still lies, but not in the same sarcophagus. The present one is made of glass,5 whereas Ptolemy placed it in one made of gold.6
There are two points that should be noted about this passage of Strabo, at least for the present; first, that the tomb was within the royal grounds, secondly, that the burial place of the Ptolemaic dynasty was part of the same complex as Alexander's tomb. There was a clear message here: whether living or dead the Ptolemies were inseparable from Alexander.
It is often said that Alexander's embalmed body was on public display, that it was even something of a tourist attraction.' This can be overstated; distinguished visitors, such as Augustus and before him Julius Caesar, were allowed to pay their respects, but this was no Lenin's Mausoleum. Suetonius' text suggests that, rather than the visitor going right into the tomb for the viewing, the body was brought out from some inner room (cum prolatum e penetrali subiecisset oculis). Perhaps, however, this was an exception, reflecting relative status of Alexander and Augustus.
Strabo's description of Alexandria is very important for historians but it must not be forgotten that this is Roman Alexandria he is describing. This is after the end of the Ptolemaic dynasty, after Cleopatra has jumped into her coffin to wait for the snake-bite to take effect.' By this time Alexander himself had been lying in his own coffin for almost three hundred years, ever since Ptolemy Soter had brought him to Alexandria.
The city of this first Ptolemy would have been a very different place from the one that Strabo knew.' Ptolemy, the founder of the dynasty, was still establishing his power, asserting himself both over Egypt and over his rivals. Alexandria was more likely to have resembled a gigantic building site than a prestigious capital city. This was still something of a pioneer society, more men than women, more soldiers than civilians. Even in the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus, Theocritus can have a woman in one of his poems sum up the crowded Alexandrian streets as 'everywhere army-boots and men in military cloaks.'10 Alexander would have been given a magnificent tomb by Ptolemy I but it may not have been the same one that Augustus saw. Ptolemy IV Philopator is credited with having constructed a dynastic burial complex which included the tomb of Alexander. It may only have been at this point, late in the third century BC, that the Ptolemies themselves were laid alongside Alexander. A fairly brief notice by the second century AD sophist Zenobius reports that Philopator, tormented by guilt over his mother's death, 'built in the middle of the city a mnema, which is now called the Sema (ZCtla), and there he interred all his ancestors together with his mother Berenice, and also Alexander the Macedonian'.11 It would be wrong to assume that this must be a single building such as a mausoleum; the term, mnema, can be used both of a single monument and in a collective sense.12 Strabo had described it as 'an enclosure (peribolos) containing the tombs of the kings and that of Alexander', so I prefer to use the looser expression, 'burial complex'.13 Zenobius' interest is in Berenice, not Alexander, so the fate of Alexander's original tomb is unclear. It is possible that he was rehoused but it is also possible that Philopator used the tomb as the basis for the whole dynastic complex.14 Zenobius writes that Philopator's new construction was called the Sema."1 This is a word which is used of tombs, graves, and burial mounds and, as the example of the demosion sema in Athens demonstrates, it can refer to collective burial sites as well as individual ones. It is found in the Iliad and the Odyssey, and has certain heroic connotations which carry through to the demosion sema, a burial site largely for Athenians killed in battle.16 This heroic quality may have made it an especially appropriate term for the tomb of Alexander.
Nonetheless, Sema is not the only name on record for this burial complex. The manuscripts of Strabo actually read 'Soma', not 'Sema', but scholars tend to feel that 'Sema' makes much better sense, so 'Soma' is usually emended to 'Sema' in the text of Strabo."7 'Soma' means 14 Fraser (n. 4), i.16, however, suggests that the original tomb was abandoned. 1i Fraser (n. 4), ii. substantial force of soldiers, sent out a message of wealth, divinity, and military might. The golden olive-wreath on the top was said to flash like lightning when caught by the sun. With its Ionic columns it resembled a temple on wheels, all adding to Alexander's divine status. The sides were decorated with paintings illustrating scenes of war and preparation for war; anyone who could get close enough would see panels depicting not only Alexander but also the officers, the soldiers, the elephants, the cavalry, and the navy. The completed funeral car was to be pulled by sixty-four mules, all of them decorated with gold and precious stones. When it did finally start moving, thousands of people along the route came out to admire it. 25 The intended destination of this hearse has been the subject of much discussion. Everything here is done properly and runs smoothly but several sources suggest that all was not so amicable. In fact they suggest that Ptolemy kidnapped the body somehow, either intercepting the funeral cortege while it was on its way to Macedon, or persuading Arrhidaeus who was in charge of the body to bring it to Egypt, much to Perdiccas' horror. Perdiccas is said to have sent troops in pursuit. Given that a golden hearse cannot move too fast, even when pulled by sixty-four mules and with the best suspension the ancient world could provide, the army that Ptolemy sent to give a dignified military welcome to the body may have been there to defend his winnings. Whatever Alexander's intentions, Perdiccas certainly did not intend the body to make a trip to Egypt where it could promote the career of his rival. Shortly afterwards he launched a full-scale invasion of Egypt.30
One of the more bizarre elaborations is to be found in Aelian, writing in the third century AD. It neatly combines the body-snatching with Ptolemy's invasion of Egypt:
Ptolemy put a stop to Perdiccas' attack. For he made a dummy of Alexander and fitted it out with royal clothes and an especially fine shroud. Then he laid it on one of the Persian carriages and constructed a magnificent bier on it with silver, gold, and ivory. Alexander's real body was sent ahead in a simple and ordinary manner, following secret and rarelyused tracks. Perdiccas, after he had seized the replica of the corpse with its speciallyprepared carriage, came to a halt, thinking that he had gained possession of the prize. When he realized that he had been deceived, it was too late to resume the chase. Perdiccas was the man in charge of the empire, and Alexander's body was part of the heritage of the empire. His position as guardian of Alexander's legacy was symbolized by his role as effective regent for the two kings and by his power over the body. The association between himself and the body of Alexander would have been emphasized by the way he invested so much time, money, and reputation in the building of the hearse.33 The loss of the body to Ptolemy was a blow to his prestige and a sign (or perhaps we should say another sign) of the fragmentation of the empire. When Perdiccas launches his invasion of Egypt, he brings with him the token monarchs. Once he has lost the body, these alone make him the focal point of the empire, legitimizing his position; he could not afford to lose them too. When Arrian describes this invasion, the identification between body and empire is clear. One of Perdiccas' primary reasons for the march against Egypt was, he says, 'to gain control of Alexander's body'. The word used here for 'gain control', kratein, is one we might more usually expect of the exercise of power.34 It is interesting to note that after the assassination of Perdiccas there was pressure from the now leaderless army to make Ptolemy the regent for the two kings. Ptolemy refused, but there seems to be a perception here that body, regency, and empire all go together.35 Ptolemy had the body so he should be offered the rest. even by the least discoloration. Nor had his face yet lost that vigour which is associated with the soul. Consequently the Egyptians and Chaldaeans who had been ordered to care for the body according to their custom at first did not dare to touch him, almost as if he were still breathing. Then, after they had prayed that it might be right and proper for mortals to handle a god, they treated the body. Afterwards the gold coffin was filled with perfumes, and the symbol of his rank was laid upon his head.44
Here the divine Alexander is unaffected by the burning heat of Babylon, superhuman even in death. Then he travels to Egypt in a temple on wheels, signalling the message of his divinity to all he passed; the embalmed body inside becomes his own cult-statue. Diodorus in a passage quoted above describes the heroic sacrifices and magnificent games that accompanied the interment of Alexander in his tomb in Alexandria.45 Whether it was hero cult or divine cult that Alexander received is not so important as the indisputable fact that he was no ordinary mortal. The remains of Alexander could thus become a kind of talisman for the regime, brought from afar to ensure its safety. In the same way the bones of famous heroes had been recovered by earlier Greek states. In the sixth century Sparta had retrieved the bones of Orestes from Tegea and it was to this that they owed their success in the Peloponnese; that at least is the story told by Herodotus. In the following century the Athenian Cimon had reclaimed the bones of Theseus from Scyros.46 For the soldiers of the late third century Alexander's body must have been a potent talisman. 47 Before Ptolemy took control of Egypt, the country's administrative centre had traditionally been at Memphis, further up the Nile. The move to Alexandria was but another way of emphasizing the bond between Alexander and Ptolemy. This was the city founded by Alexander and named after him, and now thanks to the abilities of Ptolemy it contained his remains. As the founder of the city his burial within the city would have been appropriate. The worship of a founder as a hero and his burial within the city-walls had long been a common practice.48 But more importantly he was not interred in some public place within the city but in the royal grounds. Alexander's position in Alexandria, thus, was a little ambiguous. As a founder he was within the city but his closest association was with the ruling family; I would imagine that even at an early stage this had not only visited the tomb but also used a seal with a portrait of Alexander.59 Caligula, blending imitation of Xerxes with imitation of the great Macedonian, was said to have worn Alexander's breastplate when making his dramatic ride across the Bay of Baiae; it was even claimed that the breastplate had been taken from Alexander's tomb. 60 Nor did the influence of Alexander diminish. When Septimius Severus sought the imperial throne in the 190s, his rival claimant, C. Pescennius Niger, was hailed by his men as the new Alexander. Perhaps remembering past glories, the Alexandrians unwisely inscribed 'The city of the lord Niger' on the gates of their city. When Septimius arrived in Alexandria, he took steps to have the disruptive tomb sealed, but such a measure did not prevent the subsequent visit of his son and successor Caracalla.61 The Alexander-fixated Caracalla paid his respects early in the third century; clearly feeling that the tomb was a little chilly, he wrapped Alexander in his cloak before he left. 62 Eventually the memory of Alexander's tomb may have been restricted to Alexandria where it took its place among the city's legends. Even here its location may have been already forgotten by late antiquity, although stories continued to be told by local residents. As late as the 16th and 17th centuries visitors such as Leo Africanus and George Sandys were being shown a tomb said to be that of Alexander63 or perhaps even in Alexandria its location was forgotten already in antiquity. Certainly in the wider world knowledge of it became hazy. Christian writers of the fourth and fifth centuries AD liked to point out smugly that no one knew where Alexander's tomb was. Theodoret included Alexander along with Xerxes, Darius, and Augustus as celebrated rulers whose last resting places were now unknown. And John Chrysostom, eager to prove that Christ was bigger than Alexander, pointed out that even the servants of Christ had fared better than Alexander. They had splendid tombs and the days of their death were commemorated throughout the world, but Alexander was forgotten. Chrysostom could taunt his imaginary opponent thus: 'Where, tell me, is Alexander's tomb? Show it to me, and tell me the day on which he died.'64
